PRESS RELEASE
PYLOTE LAUNCHES PYCLEARTM PROTECTION IN THE USA
A BREAKTHROUGH GREEN CHEMICAL INNOVATION
Toulouse (France) - April 5, 2016 - Pylote, a new player in the green mineral chemical sector, is launching in
the USA, PYCLEARTM PROTECTION, its major innovation protecting patients from the adverse effects of
preservatives. The French Company will exhibit both at Interphex, Event for Pharmaceutical & Biotech
Professionals 2016 in New York (April 26 to 28) and at Arvo Annual Meeting 2016 in Seattle (May 1 to 5).
At PYCLEARTM PROTECTION’s European launch at Pharmapack 2016 in February, Pylote collected the
Pharmapack Best Exhibitor Innovation Award 2016 for “Patient Protection & Cost-Efficiency.”
This US launch follows a successful raising of €2 million of capital in January 2016 and sets Pylote on a new
phase in its international sales & marketing development. It will also contribute to accelerate the industrial
partnerships being put in place.
PYCLEARTM PROTECTION is a breakthrough innovation that replaces antimicrobial preservatives (ie:paraben)

used in many pharmaceutical specialties or in cosmetic and food products and for which no change is needed in
packaging nor in existing manufacturing processes. PYCLEARTM PROTECTION provides an ideal “eco-friendly”
answer to the regulatory authorities’ requirements who are looking to remove the use of preservatives. It is
highly suited for multi-dose eye drop flasks, catheters and nasal used preparations.
PYCLEARTM PROTECTION provides patients with efficient protection when under treatment:

•
•

•

Protects against the risk of external contamination and from the risk of adverse effects of
preservatives used in end-consumer drug products.
Protects patients throughout the treatment period and ensures clean & pure doses upon each
application. Moreover, the devices using Pylote technology have the advantage of removing through
direct contact the risk of contamination of the nozzle tips, due to unintentional contact with skin and/or
lacrimal fluid.
Provides protection with no change in patient treatment methods.

ABOUT PYLOTE’s PRESENCE AT INTERPHEX & ARVO
INTERPHEX 2016 (Javits Center in New-York City - April 26 to 28, 2016) - STAND #3945 - Pylote has been invited to
hold a conference on Tuesday April 26 at 2:30 pm where Loïc Marchin, CEO of Pylote, will present the beneficial effects of
this innovation in microbiological protection.
ARVO 2016 (Washington State Convention Center in Seattle - May 1 to 5, 2016) - STAND #1536 - During the show, Pylote
will present & publish an abstract of its innovation at the Arvo meeting (Abstract Acceptance Notification by The Annual
Meeting Program Committee - AMPC).
ABOUT PYLOTE - Founded in 2009, Pylote is committed to green industrial chemistry in the mineral and ceramic chemical sector.
Through the range of its efficient PYCLEARTM solutions, Pylote conceives and develops innovative mineral microspheres to sell
solutions which can be integrated into numerous consumer products. Pylote’s solutions have a major competitive advantage as they
make the end products smarter, by giving new and specific advantages and attributes to materials, with no change to the existing
manufacturing process. Pylote helps their clients, who are present in pharmaceutical, cosmetic, luxury, food or industrial markets, to
propose end consumers with more eco-friendly products that are greener, cleaner and safer. For more information about Pylote
www.pylote.com
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